AWS Migration Case Study

Migrating and Modernizing your
infrastructure on AWS with Cloudnexa

About All My Sons Moving & Storage
All My Sons Moving & Storage is family-owned and operated with more than four generations of
moving experience. Their premier moving and storage company has been in business for over 20
years and offers full-service moving for customers and businesses locally, across state lines, and
even internationally. All My Sons is a rapidly growing company with more than a quarter century of
experience.

THE CHALLENGE

THE SOLUTION

• Management team wanted their fleet of Windows workloads hosted
on an enterprise-grade cloud platform with reliable, scalable
infrastructure that balances technology needs and economic
allocation of resources.
• Reduce hardware and database management overhead on a
subset of their SQL Server databases and file servers.
• Lacked fault tolerance for Windows applications and needed a
centralized, consistent way to gather operational insights and
automated routine management tasks. Including automating patch
approval and deployment.
• Required segregated environments for developing and testing new
applications and workloads.

• Migrating to Microsoft Solutions on AWS with EC2 and RDS.
• Leveraging AWS Lambda for flexibility to refactor and modernize on a
serverless architecture. Additionally, provided a highly available, faulttolerant infrastructure without the need to administer, maintain, or
patch the underlying servers.
• Leveraging Amazon FSx allowed them to reduce management
overhead through automated capacity planning, hardware
procurement, installing and configuring server software and files
systems, applying updates, and managing licensing and backups.
• Managing EC2 instances with AWS Systems Manager for remote
management of servers at scale, automation, patch management, and
improved visibility into operational metrics with Amazon CloudWatch.
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Optimization
Running Windows on AWS EC2
optimized resource efficiency and
eliminated Windows license
management, while lowering cost.

ABOUT CLOUDNEXA AND AWS
Cloudnexa represents limitless potential with the power to transform small businesses into industry leaders and scale
global organizations into agile innovators. At Cloudnexa, we help you harness that potential and leverage it to achieve
any goal you can imagine. We engineer solutions for success on your terms.
Use Amazon Web Services to run your Microsoft based Business Applications and enjoy access to an agile environment
that can help reduce your TCO.

NEXT STEPS
To learn more about how AWS and Cloudnexa can help your business, visit www.cloudnexa.com
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